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Background: Ultra-hot Jupiters

Studying exoplanets, planets outside our solar system, is an 
essential part of understanding planetary systems which may 
have environments different from our solar system. One 
particularly interesting type of exoplanet is large Jupiter-like 
gas giants with orbits around their host star lasting only a 
few days, existing in an irradiation regime not found in our 
solar system. When they have an equilibrium temperature 
larger than 2000 K, they are known as Ultra-hot 
Jupiters. Their small orbit means they are tidally locked, 
which creates a strong day to night temperature contrast.

Calculating Absorption Strengths for 6 Species in IR
Method
We generated a base one-dimensional spectrum showing absorption features based on a dayside 
profile of WASP-76b. We then generated 6 additional spectra missing one of the species: CO, 
H2O, K, Na, TiO, and VO. Subtracting the latter from the base spectrum gave us the spectral 
features that each species caused.

Results
• H2O and CO are strong opacity sources showing features across the wavelength range
• TiO and VO have much weaker features in smaller sections of the wavelength range
• K and Na have a different behavior: their spectra have individual spikes, rather than 
  features across the spectrum. These have been displayed as lines instead of points for emphasis.

Conclusion
Figure 1 is being used as a reference for researchers in the group to plan future 
observations by knowing where to expect features for each species in this wavelength range. 

Emission vs Absorption Dominance Throughout Orbit
Method
We used three-dimensional models and studied the behavior of spectral features created 
by H2O from 3 treatments for the magnetic drag on the planet: no magnetic drag (0 Gauss), 
spatially varying magnetic drag (3 Gauss), and a single global value for magentic drag (uni-
form drag). We generated spectra at phase increments of 22.5° and used spline interpola-
tion and integration to calculate the total amount of emission and absorption in the spectra. 

Results

Conclusion
This figure allows astronomers to compare the different models to see how magnetic drag affects 
the exoplanet’s emission spectra. This can help contextualize results compared to less complex 
uniform drag or one-dimensional models. Using this information, researchers can make 
more informed decisions about the kind of models they want to use when 
simulating data, especially for Ultra-hot Jupiters with their extreme temperature gradients.

• The graph roughly follows our 
expectations with emission 
peaks at a phase of 180°  
(viewing the day side of the 
planet) 

• However, we see that  the 
three models cross 0 integrated 
flux at different phases

• We can see how spectra vary 
across the models: 0 Gauss has 
a stronger absorption, 3 Gauss 
has a less extreme spectrum in 
either aspect, and uniform drag 
has a more extreme emission

180° → day side
 0° → night side

High Resolution Emission Spectroscopy
High Resolution Spectroscopy (HRS) is often used to study Ultra-hot 
Jupiters, allowing astronomers to explore the exoplanet’s atmosphere. 
Because of the exoplanet’s orbit, the Doppler shift of the host-star and 
Earth’s atmospheric disturbance can be removed, leaving the exoplanet’s 
spectrum and noise. To extract useful data, astronomers compare the signal 
with synthetic spectra which are created based on the three-dimensional 
temperature structure at a chosen phase for the exoplanet. In this project, 
we first created a plot showing the spectral features of 6 species in the 
0.95-5.5 micron wavelength range. Then, we explored synthetic spectra 
generated by 3 models to determine their effects on the spectra produced.
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